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COACHING SESSION #4

Reflecting On Your Childhood

• Give examples of how you struggled with worry in childhood. What was it like 
to experience so much anxiety? Did you look to your parents or other adults for 
protection, guidance, and security? Did they help you?

• What is your relationship with authority? Do you see how you desire to trust in an 
authority to give you the security and guidance you long for, and yet you find that 
you also distrust them? How does this play out in your day-to-day life?

 

 

Childhood Patterns
• Growing up, you desired guidance, 

support, and security, but felt the 
world was a dangerous and unreli-
able place.  

• To avoid potential harm, chaos, or 
insecurity, you learned to predict, 
strategize, and plan what could go 
wrong.

• Your “inner committee” started 
at an early age, informing you of 

every possible outcome to ensure 
safety and security. These voices 
brought uncertainty and confusion 
by creating a high degree of self-
doubt in decision-making. 

• You sought clear and reliable guid-
ance and advice from authority 
figures you trusted to help you feel 
safe and secure.

Core Motivations

Core Fear
Fearing fear itself, being 
without support, security, 
or guidance; being blamed, 
targeted, alone, or physically 
abandoned.

Core Desire
Having security, guidance, and 
support.

Core Weakness
Anxiety—Scanning the horizon 
of life and trying to predict and 
prevent negative outcomes 
(especially worst-case  
scenarios); remaining in a 
constant state of apprehension 
and worry.

Core Longing
“You are safe and secure.”
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Defensive Mechanisms
Projection

• Projection is when you unconsciously attribute your 
own unwanted and unacceptable thoughts, feelings, 
motives, characteristics, and behaviors onto others.

• You will use this defense mechanism when it is hard 
for you to accept and acknowledge that these are your 
issues and not the other person’s.

• To you, your projections are a reality. You will project 
more often when anxious. 

• The more you project, the more you create a false reali-
ty. This ultimately creates conflicts with others.

• You need to recognize your projections and discern if 
your thoughts are insights or projections. Examining 
this will help prevent harm to your relationships.

The Message Your Heart Longs to Hear (Core Longing): 
You longed and strived to hear one particular message from your parents or other authority figures, but, unfortunately, you never 
fully heard it. This message is still something you long to hear from others: “You are safe and secure.” 

Interpreted Childhood Message:
While growing up, there was a constant message that played inside you. This message was either directly or indi-
rectly communicated to you by a parent or authority figure. This message greatly shaped how you responded to life:  
“It is not okay to trust yourself.”

Going Deep within Yourself

What emotions and thoughts surface when you read these two 
messages above? Dig deep and express what is really happen-
ing in your heart. Become attune with yourself.

Going Deep with God

• How does the Gospel and your relationship with God 
counter the messages above?

• What is the message that God is telling you? What has He 
secured for you?

• How does it feel to know and hear this from Him?

Reflection Time

• Give three examples of how you use projection as your 
defense mechanism. 

• How do you usually see it as “helpful”? How does it cause 
you harm?

• What would it be like to not project, becoming calm inside, 
and know that you are loved and protected by your loving 
Father?

 

 


